
 

Course 
Title/Number 

ENG 201-219 Advanced Composition -- Education & Literacy 

Semester/Year Spring 2018 

Days/Time TR - 9:30-10:45 

Location SH 516 

Instructor Professor Shoshannah Diehl 

Office CH 208 (go to the door marked “203” and it will lead you down a 
hallway to my office) 

E-Mail Diehl7@marshall.edu 

Office Hours MW 12-2  
TR 2-3  
F 12-4 Online 

University Policies By enrolling in this course, you agree to the University Policies 
listed below.  Please read the full text of each policy by going to 
www.marshall.edu/academic-affairs and clicking on “Marshall 
University Policies.”  Or, you can access the policies directly by 
going to www.marshall.edu/academic-affairs/policies/.  Academic 
Dishonesty/Excused Absence Policy for 
Undergraduates/Computing Services Acceptable Use/Inclement 
Weather/Dead Week/Students with Disabilities/Academic 
Forgiveness/Academic Probation and Suspension/Academic 
Rights and Responsibilities of Students/Affirmative Action/Sexual 
Harassment 

  
 
 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
 

The Marshall University Graduate Catalog describes ENG 201 as “an advanced 
composition course centered on critical reading, writing, and research skills for the 
disciplines.” The prerequisite is the successful completion of ENG 101. 
 

Each of us is a stakeholder in America’s education system. As students, the work 
you do in class everyday is a product of your educational background. For those that 

http://www.marshall.edu/academic-affairs
http://www.marshall.edu/academic-affairs
http://www.marshall.edu/academic-affairs/policies/
http://www.marshall.edu/academic-affairs/policies/


look to teach in the classroom, you will be subject to the rulings of policy makers as an 
important cog in this system. Whether as a student, teacher, or parent, decisions made 
about this system affect both our education and our lives at large. In this class we will 
be entering into current conversations about this system and the value it puts on 
teachers, students, and education as a whole. We will also talk in depth about the value 
and opportunity it gives to different identities and skill sets. From the controversy of 
standardized assessment to the existence of unequal opportunities/access to education 
in the classroom and the value placed on specific literacies, we will be taking a critical 
look at the state of America’s education today and potential directions for improvement 
in the future.  

In addition to educating ourselves on these current conversations, we will also be 
learning how to engage with other voices in our writing as a way of entering them. As 
stakeholders in this system and citizens with hope for a better future in our education, 
you will learn how to contribute your own valuable ideas and opinions to the larger 
discussion.  

 
COURSE OBJECTIVES 
 
The table below shows the following relationships:  How each student learning 
outcome will be practiced and assessed in the course. 
 
 

Course student 
learning outcomes 

How students will 
practice each outcome 
in this course 

How student 
achievement of each 
outcome will be 
assessed in this course 

Demonstrate rhetorical 

knowledge across contexts and 

audiences. 

 

 

In-class writings, class 
discussion, Class 
readings 

Education 
Recipe/Background 
Annotated Bibliography 
Research Paper 
Reading Responses 
Documentary Summary 
& Responses 

Develop writing projects 

through multiple drafts. 

 

 

Individual conferences, 
peer review, group work, 
work days 

Annotated Bibliography 
Research Paper 



Apply knowledge of 

information literacy and ethical 

citation practices.  

In-class activities, 
research-based activities, 
in-class writings 

Reading Responses 
Annotated Bibliography 
Research Paper 
 

Apply knowledge of 

sentence-level mechanics and 

usage. 

In-class activities, 
In-class writings 

Education 
Recipe/Background 
Annotated Bibliography 
Research Paper 
Documentary Summary 
& Responses 
 
 

 
 
REQUIRED TEXTS/MATERIALS 
 

● Access to Blackboard/MUOnline for other course readings 
 

 
 

MAJOR ASSIGNMENTS 
 
*Detailed assignment sheets about major papers/projects will be distributed throughout 
the semester. 
 
Reading Responses: It is essential that you read all course readings for this class in 
order for us to engage in thoughtful discussions about the material and to give yourself 
a chance to ask questions as they arise. To this end, you will be required to respond to 
a series of questions related to each reading as homework, ensuring that you will come 
to class prepared and having read the assigned reading. If I suspect that students are 
circumventing this process and discussion/engagement is lagging, these homework 
reading responses may be turned into in-class pop quizzes.  
 
In-class writings: Occasionally you will be asked in class to reflect on specific prompts 
related to the topic of discussion for that day. These free-writes and other writing-related 
activities will always be counted toward the participation portion of your overall grade. 
 



Educational Background Recipe & Reflection: We will begin this semester by talking 
about how much our success, and we as people, is/are a product of our own 
educational backgrounds. Is our performance and ability a recipe of our past 
experiences in school? To reflect on this further, you will create a “recipe” of what you 
think has gone into your student identity up until this point. Your recipe could include 
commentary on the teaching methods that were used that did/did not help you, the way 
your family valued/devalued education, the types of courses you enjoyed or did not 
enjoy, standardized tests you took, etc. Think about the factors that have contributed to 
who you are as a student and how much each of them contributed. Then, after 
designing your recipe, you will write a few pages reflecting on the elements you used. 
To what extent do you feel your background has limited you or helped you to flourish in 
an educational setting? Do you think these factors will influence your future as a 
student? 3 pages. (1-pg recipe & 2-page reflection) Deadline: 1/18 
 
Documentary Summary & Responses: In class we will be watching one documentary 
that discusses issues in the current American school system, Waiting for Superman. 
You will be required to write a 2-page summary and response based on this 
documentary, so you will want to be in class, take helpful notes, and process the movie 
as you watch. For your second summary and response paper, you will be choosing from 
a list of free, online PBS documentaries related to education. You will watch the chosen 
film outside of class and respond to it in another standard 2-page summary and 
response paper. 2 pages each. Deadlines: 2/1, 2/8 
 
 
RESEARCH UNIT COMPONENTS 
 
Research Proposal: By this point in the semester, we will have read a number of 
sources about issues in today’s American education system. Before spring break, you 
will be asked to create a research proposal that outlines your plans to research and 
write about an issue related to America’s modern education system. This research 
proposal will outline your research questions and working thesis, as well as a plan for 
proceeding in the research process. 1-2 pages.  Deadline: 3/15 
 
Annotated Bibliography: For each of the sources you use in your research project 
(min. 7) you will be asked to write an annotation and you will compile these annotations 
into a formal annotated bibliography. Deadline: 3/15 
 
Research Paper - As your culminating assignment, you will be asked to write a formal 
research paper based on your proposal and the sources in your annotated bibliography 



that enters a discussion about a particular education-related issue. You will be turning in 
a rough draft and attending conferences before your final draft is due. 8-10 pages. 
Deadline: (rough draft - 4/6) Final draft - 4/26 
 
Reflection - For student assessment purposes, you will be asked to turn in a brief 
reflection that discusses how the pieces you’ve turned in from your research process 
meet the student outcomes for the course as a whole. 1-2 pages. Deadline: 4/26 
 

 
 

GRADE BREAKDOWN 
 
I will use a 10-point grading system: 100-90=A; 89-80=B; 79-70=C; 69-60=D; 
59-below=F. 
 
Reading Responses: 15% 
Educational Recipe & Reflection: 15% 
Documentary Summary & Responses: 20% 
Research Proposal & Annotated Bibliography: 20% 
Research Paper: 25% 
Research Paper Reflection: 5% 

 
 
COURSE POLICIES 
 
Attendance 
 
Because being an active part of classroom discussion will be important for you to 
understand the material in this class, missing classes will greatly affect your ability to do 
your work. This means that you must be in class in order to do well.  Any amount of 
unexcused absences can affect your grade, but I allow four (4) unexcused absences 
before I drop your grade one full letter. NO LATE WORK will be accepted for 
unexcused absences. If you are absent on a day when an assignment is due, you 
must have an excused absence in order to submit the assignment. All absences 
considered excused by the university policy (university sponsored activities, death or 
critical illness of an immediate family member, extreme personal emergencies, etc.) will 
require you to go through the Dean of Student Affairs. Upon missing class, it is solely 
your responsibility to catch up on everything that you have missed. 
 



Make note that 3 tardies = 1 absence, so frequent tardiness can also affect your 
performance in this class. 
For more information, please also consult Marshall’s policy: 
http://www.marshall.edu/board/files/policies/MUBOG%20AA-13%20Class%20Attendan
ce.pdf 
 
 
Classroom Conduct 
 
In this class, you may be expected to discuss controversial topics and consider 
viewpoints that differ from your own. I expect you to handle these discussions with 
professionalism and respect. It is okay to respectfully disagree, but disrespectful speech 
or attitudes (toward either myself or a classmate) will not be permitted. Any 
discriminatory remarks based on age, gender, race, ethnicity, religion, or sexual 
orientation will not be tolerated in the classroom. 
If you have any questions about this policy, you can review The Code of Student Rights 
and Responsibilities, which you signed upon becoming a student at Marshall. 
http://www.marshall.edu/board/files/policies/MUBOG%20SA-%203%20Student%20Cod
e%20of%20Rights%20and%20Responsibilities.pdf  
 
Academic Dishonesty 
 
Plagiarism is a complex issue, and one that we will discuss in depth this semester. 
However, many don’t realize that it appears in many forms. Here are a few instances of 
plagiarism that will require me to take action: 
1.       Improper use/lack of proper citations: When sources are not cited clearly and 
correctly, this is technically considered plagiarism, even if it is unintentional. Be sure 
that you are using the citing conventions we learn in class and if something is unclear, 
you can ask me for help or schedule an appointment with a writing center tutor. 
2.       Extreme borrowing (large sections from an outside source): If you are writing a 
paper and you have large sections of writing taken directly from another source (even if 
you’ve properly documented the sources), your work can not be considered original. 
Again, we will talk about properly using sources in class to help alleviate any confusion 
that may come with this. 
3.       Blatant copying: This is the most popular understanding of plagiarism – any 
attempt to copy another source’s words or ideas and intentionally pass them off as your 
own will be reported to the Office of Student Affairs. 
For more information on the school’s academic dishonesty policy, you can visit the link 
provided at the beginning of this syllabus.  
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4. Re-submitting work that you have already submitted for credit in another class. 
 
University Policies 
 
By enrolling in this course, you agree to the University Policies listed below.  Please 
read the full text of each policy by going to www.marshall.edu/academic-affairs and 
clicking on “Marshall University Policies.”  Or, you can access the policies directly by 
going to www.marshall.edu/academic-affairs/policies/.  Academic Dishonesty/Excused 
Absence Policy for Undergraduates/Computing Services Acceptable Use/Inclement 
Weather/Dead Week/Students with Disabilities/Academic Forgiveness/Academic 
Probation and Suspension/Academic Rights and Responsibilities of 
Students/Affirmative Action/Sexual Harassment 
 
WRITING CENTER 
 
I highly recommend making use of the Writing Center. It is a free tutoring resource 
located on the 2nd floor of Drinko Library. They can help you with any stage of the writing 
process, from brainstorming ideas to revision. This is NOT a proofreading service – 
their aim is to help you become a better writer, so you will be expected to be an active 
participant in every session. The Writing Center’s hours are weekdays 10:00-3:00, with 
online hours on from 7:00-9:00 in the evening. To create an account and access the 
online scheduling tool, you can visit http://marshall.mywconline.com 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WEEKLY SCHEDULE 
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The following schedule is tentative and I reserve the right to adjust it at any time. You 
will also receive more detailed schedules of readings and class activities throughout the 
semester. Be sure to check your Marshall email every day for updates I may send out. 
 

   Topics/Deadlines 

1 1/9, 1/11 Intro to Course -- Getting to know each other/ourselves through 
Multiple Literacies 

2 1/16, 1/18 Educational Backgrounds & Identity 
(Education Background Recipe & Reflection Due 1/18) 

3 1/23, 1/25 Watch “Waiting for Superman” in Class and Discuss 
Discuss Summary & Response 

4 1/30, 2/1 Equal Access in the Classroom: Social Class 
Reading TBA 
(“Waiting for Superman” Summary and Response Due 2/1) 

5 2/6, 2/8 Equal Access in the Classroom: Race / Research Process 
Reading TBA 
(PBS Documentary Summary and Response Due 2/8) 

6 2/13, 2/15 Equal Access in the Classroom: Gender / Research Process 
Reading TBA 

7 2/20, 2/22 Equal Access in the Classroom: Disability / Research Process 
Reading TBA 

8 2/27, 3/1 Brainstorming / Forming research questions 

9 3/6, 3/8 Library Instruction 

10 3/13, 3/15 Evaluating Sources / Picking the right sources 
Research Proposal & Annotated Bibliography - Due 3/15 

11 3/20, 3/22 SPRING BREAK 

12 3/27, 3/29 Outlining and Research Writing Instruction 

13 4/3, 4/5 Rough Draft of Argumentative Paper due 4/5 



14 4/10, 4/12 Conferences 

15 4/17, 4/19 Peer Review/Work Days 

16 4/24, 4/26 Course Wrap-up / Final Draft of Argumentative 
Paper/Culminating Assignment Due - 4/26 

17 4/30-5/4 Finals Week 

 


